VOLTAGE REDUCTION DEVICE

POWERCON

MODEL : LVST FOR TRANSFORMERS
MODEL : LVSR FOR RECTIFIERS

POWERCON ELECTRIC

Powercon VOLTAGE REDUCTION DEVICE, VRD (also known as LOW VOLTAGE SAFETY DEVICE or
LVSD) can be conveniently used with welding machines for the SAFETY of the welders as well as for Energy
.Saving
OPERATOR SAFETY
Use of a VOLTAGE REDUCTION DEVICE (VRD), for Transformers, LVST series and LVSR for Rectiﬁer sets,
is recommended for the safety of the operator, specially while working in humid atmosphere. The Open Circuit
Voltage of a quality welding set is generally 75 to 100 Volts. The operator may get electric shock while changing
electrodes or accidentally touches the holder and earthing terminal with bare hands while not welding, since the
peak value of the voltage may be more than 100V. This may cause injury to the operator or may even be fatal if
the
. working area is damp, wet or is at a height.
A VRD ﬁtted to the welding machine brings down the OCV to a safe value of around 15V or less across the out
put terminals when welding is not being done. It thus ensures safety of the operator against electric shock.
.
.Energy Saving:
This device acts also as an ENERGY SAVER. When welding is not in progress, this device cuts oﬀ power to
the main transformer after a few seconds (adjustable between 5 to 10 seconds) required for easy re-striking of
the arc. Only the control circuit and the cooling fan (if any) remains energised. Thus lot of Energy is saved by
reducing no load loss of the set to a nominal value required for the control circuit or the cooling fan to operate.

FEATURES
Voltage across Terminals - Max. 15 Volts at no load.
Ensures vital operator safety.
Saves energy by reducing no load loss to a nominal value.
Reduces heat generation in the set by reduction of no load loss.
Can work with or without VRD function, through a selector switch.
Works with sets having a wide range of OCV (50 - 90 Volts).
Capable of working with long cables of proper cable section.

Technical Speciﬁcation

POWERCON
POWERCON ELECTRIC

LVST 600
LOW VOLTAGE SAFETY DEVICE

PARAMETERS
Input voltage to
Power Source

LVST 400 LVST 600 LVSR 300 LVSR 600
415V ±15％
230V ±15％
415V ±15％
2 lines of 3 Ph. 50 HZ
Single Ph.
3 Ph. 50 HZ
50 HZ
3 lines of 3 Ph. 50 HZ

Max. Welding Current 400 A AC
of Power Source
OCV of Power Source 50 - 100V
7 Kg
Weight (Approx.)
Dimension (Approx.)

600 A. AC

300 A DC

600 A DC

50 - 100V
7 Kg

50 - 100V
4 Kg

50 - 100V
4 Kg

300 x 250 x 145 mm

POWERCON provides a wide range of Arc Welding Equipment for various welding processes. For more details
please contact POWERCON.
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POWERCON ELECTRIC

P-70, PHASE II, KASBA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, KOLKATA -700 107. INDIA
+ 91 33 2442 6885, FAX: + 91 33 2442 3720, Email: sales@powercon.co.in
Visit us at www.powercon.co.in
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POWERCON reserves the right to alter speciﬁcations without notice.
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